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Abstract 

Mils pajvr discribes three purposed experiments 
tm observing tin- breakdown ol parity in alomu tran
sitions ,hii- to llu- exchange ol neulial. parilv-violaiiug 
LL.IIV-IIK arising Mom some of the new gauge models 
i t L- llu- Weinberg model J tor Uu* weak iiiicLuiiou 
l'ie experiments re hated on exploiting .1 suggestion. 
o\ Uoiuhiai and Houchtai. that mi Mom laser tchno-
logy K utilized to piodiue intense. moiuHlmunatii. 
and pniari/eil phoioii beams with which toexute 
loihtdilen atomu transitions ol Hie basic form 
lit I J* - < I I M 2/ The asymmetries lot the order of 

I0"4 I in the de-cxt.ilation processes then signal the 
pieseiue o | Hie parity-violating components due to 

the neutral .nrreiil* tit L»II three experiments suggested 
lieu t!ie uv .'i multiple (uncolhiuatedi atomic beams 
as target-* lormsa bask pari, .mil their advantages over 
a tcmpcnitirc-cquihht:uni vapor are described. The 
IIINI experiment u v s 4 5 C s atomic beam*. a» a target. 
Hu sevoiid uses i - Kb in conjunction with a super* 
siitMij magnetic Held î -hO kC.i: the third u s e s S ( Tl 
.iiui iMjuircs frequency doubling ol the exciting laser 
beam All lliree experiments appear to he quite feasible, 
ami. given I lie requisite equipment mutch ol which is or 
soon will be somnierciallv available». the> could yield 
definitive resulls in a period of a leu n.onths. 

Introduction 

In this si-viu<ii. we present an elementary review of 
the piesent putute ot the structure ot the elcctro-
maenctic and v»eas tordi interactions 

I ius pKtHiv 1 or. more properly, theory I is under
going a drastic revision right now. In some respects. 
111 tact, it ts changing almost on a wcek-io-week basis. 
•\n excellent lay man's review ot the subject has been 
given In Weinberg in a recent issue ofSrwnlijt* 
•\ntftii./'/.' in wluJi he emphasises this rapidly 
. hanging a-pe^t ol the subject, amont: others 

Some le.itures ot Weinberg's approach will be re
tained here but our main object is to present an under-
»taikt.ihlv I-JXC tor the use ot atomic transitions to 
sludv the weak interactions as they affect the polari
zation and pantv properties ol certain alomu Iran-
NitMn> This approach to the study ol the weak 
interactions was not amont: those considered in 
Weinberg's papers1*4 tsee especially Ret". 4). but it 
was explicitly studied by Bouchial and Bouchiat.* "" 
who lound. rather surf risingly. that combining 
modem laser technology with circular polarization 
v on la in certain cases provide a very sensitive test for 
the presence ol the so-called weak-infraction neutral 
currents. These neutral currenls i\o 1 ol conserve 
paittv and are an important feature of the new unified 
theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions.""10 

at least in the s iplest or so-called Weinberg version.4 

Ot course. Hi. exchange of either charged or neutral 
currents among the "strongly" interacting particles 

Hor example, the exchange ol TT" or r° mesons be
tween two ntklconst has been i.*miliat for decades. 
However, the "strong" or nu-lear interaction is strictly 
party-conserving, as far as is known. In fact, the sim
plest version of the nucleon-pion interaction, the 
so-called strong pseudoscalar-pseiidoscalar interaction 
1 we call this H î is worth introducing at this point as 
an illustration 01 a verv simple fcrm ion-boson 
coupling 

H s% 1(4*1* : t fN 1^$ . 

ts--= nucleoli isospin operator(t,. t : . t 3 1. ( lb) 

•>j = nucleon Dirac "pseudoscalar" operator. 
Oct 

? = the isovector pion wave function. (Id t 

where 0 ± and o 0 are the wave functions for charged 
and neutral pions. and the c? indicates a vector in iso
spin space, as indicated by Eq. t lei. The coupling 
strength is represented by f. a positive-definite number. 
Note that 0* = Ptr*t); i.e.. it is a function of position 
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and time as well as being an isovector. The interaction 
H s leads, for example, to the following reaction * 

p - i r + + ns<» + nlH s ip> . (2a) 

<» +nlH sip>= — 2 < ^ + • «2M 

where we have taken some pains in define the basic 
equivalence of the reaction leading from p to (JT*H>. 
the matrix element for it. and its Fejnman diagram. 
Since there is only one vertex, this is an example of a 
first-order or "contact" process. It will serve as the 
prototype for much of what now follows and is parti 
culariy interesting in that it really can be observed. 

Of course, the nuclear interaction* is only one of 
the four known ways that particles can interact. Of 
the other three, two are characterized by the exchange 
of only neutral bosons or "currents" (electroinagnetism 
and gravity), and. up until now. one has been charac
terized by the effective exchange of only charged 
currents (the weak e r 0 interaction). This curious 
jsymmetry and others (like the unique breakdown of 
parity in the weak interaction* were attacked in part 
by Weinberg in 1%7. ; The firsi two sentences from 
that paper are of interest here: "Leptons interact onl> 
witli photons, Jnd with intermediate bosons that pre
sumably mediate weak interactions. What could be 
more natural than to unite these spin-one bosons into 
a muhipiet of gauge fields?" In somewhat more mun
dane terms, what Weinberg is suggesting is that the 
time to unify the weak and electromagnetic theories 
may now have arrived. The suggestion is not altogether 
new. ami Weinberg makes reference to some earlier 
efforts.' *R However the "gauge" approach to the 
problem, plus certain other requirements imposed by 
Weinberg (and also by Salam9 >. is new and does lead 
to certain conclusions and concomitant effects having 
to do in particular with the exchange of neutral but 
parity-no uconserving spin-one bosons. Some experi
mental tests have been made, and mure are in progress. 

*Using the word "interaction" might lead to some 
confusion, since this often is interpreted as meaning the 
interaction between two nucleons. This would require the 
addition of another nucleon line to the right-hand side of 
Eq. (2b) which would then lead to another vertex or matrix 
element. This second-order process is what is meant by a 
charge-exchange reaction. A similar diagram is given in Fig. lb. 

The initial results are very encouraging, and some 
account of the status to date can be found in several 
references quoted by Weinberg." 

We will not pretend to he up-to-date on this point. 
In any case, the amount of published material on the 
subject is already large and is increasing rapidly, inclu
ding many review articles.8 However, u i might add 
that Weinberg's review at the recent Coral Gable* 
Conference 1 0 isan excellent (though far more techni
cal) second step after Ref. 1. 

To put the simplest elements of the results ot the 
"simple" Weinberg theory in focus, the most effective 
way b\ far is to use the Feynman diagrams for the 
three basic scattering re-'ctions issuing from the unified 
approach. This is exactly wnat Weinberg himself does 
in Ref. 1; however, we will generalize his diagrams 
somewhat and add the matrix elements corresponding 
to each. We will limit ourselves only to such diagrams 
and interactions as pertain to atomic structure. 
Figure i is thus the starting point of our discussion. 
Besides the usual "bra-kel" notation, we note the 
following definitions: 

p.n = protons, neutrons; N=nudeon . (ja) 

e.v = electrons, neutrinos. (3b) 

A^l"r*)= the ordinary relativisiic vector-potential. 

<3c» 

( i s 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . (3d) 

L< r ) = !'«* neutron four-vector current 3per#:or. 
(3e) 

W~(T) == the relativistie potential for the doubly 
charged (±) spin-one meson. It 
mediates ordinary 0-decay. and its mass 
is (currently) > 2 0 GeV. Its gyromag-
netic ratio is 2. like the electron's. 

( 3 0 

£.,(T) = the relativists vector potential for the 
neutral spin-one meson. Its mass is 
> 2 4 GeV. (3g) 

7s = the standard pseudoscalar Dirac operator 



r;i3*ti»¥iiRK?. ,\nc^K.-^avr(£",aJ jgKFzsErmzin 
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Fig. 1. The three furdamental exchange particles involved in electromagnets I 71 and weak (W~. Z) interactions. 
The 7 is neutral, the W 1 carries t charges, and the Z is neutral. These- last three particles are predicted b> 
the Weinberg "simple-version" unified theory. The mass of the W* is > : 4 GcV and of the Z >20 GeV. 

Note that all mesons have spin one (just like the 
photon) and ail interactions in Fig. 1 are contact inter
actions; i.e., everything for each half of the three 
diagrams occurs at one given point <"r.l). For example, 
in Eq. (2b). which is the prototype of each half of tin 
three diagrams, a matrix element would have the 
following (time-dependent) form, in more common 
terminology: 

<ir+nlHslp> = cons t . ; / / * , ; (H ,* ) \ i p d '7 . <4> 

where the 7$ is $ pseudoscalar operator which effec
tively changes sign when r -» -? , the parity operation. 
(Remember, pions are pseudoscalar particles, and p 
ana n are identical partitYes or "males." except Stir 
their isospin projection t 3 . ) 

One important different; between Fig. 1 a (the 
electromagnetic interaction) and Figs, lb and lc (the 
unified weak interaction) must be heavily emphasized 
at .'he outset, and thai is that the factor (1 + 75 ) 
appears in the latter but does not appear in the former. 
This means that parity breaks down completely for 
the weak interaction but is conserved completely for 
the electromagnetic interaction. In particle physics. 

the weak interaction is called a "chiral" theory Isve 
belov.). 

How docs all [his land much more se-; Ref. 81 
conic about' We will avoid all details here: however, 
we will note Hie following three characteristics of Un
unified thcor.. with the prefatory remark Hut these 
characteristics were designed into the theory from the 
start: 

(1) The Lagrangian or the Hamiltonian. including 
(almost)all interactions, is built to be gauge invariant 
as well as Lorentz invariant (covariant I. 

1:1 It is also built to he ••manifestly" charge and 
mass renormaiizable. 

13) Boson masses, iscir 1" breakdown for the 
relevant panicles, etc.. are created \YirougYi trie judi
cious (although "spontaneous"! introduction of a 
nonzero vacuum expectation value (VEV) for one 
component of a new scalar iscdoublet boson, called 
c) by Weinberg.'-8 (We will have more to say about 
this extra and very elusive particle later: notice that 
it does not show in Fig. 1.1 

It is because of point (1) that this entire approach 
is generally called a "gauge" formulation. 
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These three points are not simple, nor are they un
connected. Furthermoie. all three taken together do 
not give rise to a unique (though unified) theory of 
-weak and elecvtcmvagtretic inveracvioiis. It is clear that 
other restrictions and maybe other quantum numbers 
are necessary, and Weinberg discusses these puints in 
fair detail " NonclMess. if we accept (at least for the 
momenl) the simplest version of the Weinberg model.'1 

the number of unknown parameters is reduced to one: 
the Weinberg angle. « w vsee beUvw >. H«wcver. the 
Weinberg model has several problems yet unsolved, 
not (he least of which is its failure (for the moment) 
to deal with the strange particles IS * 0). Protons, 
neutrons, and pions have S s 0 ; i.c . Ihe> arc "ordinary" 
or at least nonslrange. Herein we will ignore the coup-
tag vs> all sUangt particles. 

The spontaneous breakdown of the Vl : V for the & 
meson is a manifestation of tin so-called Goldstonc 
bosons. These are usually masslcss and were predicted 
long ago (o be a problem in any gauge-invariant theory 
with nonzero VE V's for total energies1 •* •" for such 
particles. The question is. do they really exist'' We 
wjil not go int<? this very complex question but note 
ihat Ref. 7 discusses the so-called "Higgs loophole." 
which evades the Goldstone-boson problem (almost,1 

completely. The only vestige of it left in the simple 
Weinberg theory is the isosealar-sealar meson 0 i . 
which irself has (for the moment IJ praclical'y inde
terminable mass (called M,). It is the nonvaiiishing 
value for the VEV of the doublet 0 which leads to the 
breakdown of the isosymmetry between electron and 
neutrino, so fiat the electron acquires a mass and an 
electromagnetic charge (i.e.. coupling), the neutrino 
is decoupled from the electromagnetic field, and the 
isospin breaks down rather completely lor die electron-
neutrino system- The c>, boson not only may have an 
extremely high mass ( > 1000 GeV?) but also has a 
coupling to electrons about 5000 times weaker than 
the now (more-or-less) universal coupling strength 
te 1 ,'hc)1'1 » 0.085. Thus we will ignore it (as Weinberg 
docs 4 ) in all that follows. 

We are now ready to write down •' .esults of the 
unified theory (for atomic purposes) in terms of two 
interaction Hamiltonians: 1) a Hamiltonian connecting 
the ordinary photons and the new bosons (W - . Z 0 ) 
with electron., neutrinos, and nueteons.* which v»e 
will call h b , and 2) a Hamillonian of the usual low-
energy current-current kind connecting electrons, 
neutrons, and nucleons to each other, which we will 

call h . As noted, we will ignore \liailcc particles 
(S > 01. the hope 's llul Ihev will not jficcl our rcsulls 
significantly. Pions we cannot ignore, however; hut we 
will return to this poml later. Also, we should note 
that we do not know if ilic neutral vector uureiitNare 
conserved, as llle charged vector currents uic. Tliiv 
question i:. dealt Willi in detail In Pais and Ireiman l l 

With , ;ese rcservationv. wc now give the two 
Hamiltonians hj, and h, | m i-q. 1 J>1 : 

* i^i~ )'"«« - : s , , , : "w JN + ™' «»>« 

dan' 9 . - I I , | 

+ cos'o w • , » v„\.<z x<r, 

+ i''{Je + J N } ^ , r ' ' , S a ' 
where 

g' .geianO,, , . (5hl 

* " ,1!»-+i^,T,T' = B r o s 9w=\| 'U) 
* 0.085 . (5i) 

' c e * ^ T ' i , l *>>"'• '• <' d ) 

S\t = « v j ! l (»+- , s y ! - . #J ( . = « 1 , ) l H - T i j ) « . ( S < \ 

j j * C-/e: J* =:-»*>« >•'• (5fl 

f)s * N-»X(I + - v 5 m j N . I5gl 

^nN * ^ O + t s l l s N . I5hl 

J* * NY*1 ( J + lj )N . I5ii 

*The exclusion of muons is Tor simplicity only. To wc>u(K 
muons, one simplv adds a muon term lo each electron term. 
This remark applies lo die two kinds of neutrinos as well. The 
simple theory (at this siagc) is completely symmetrical in die 
exchange of the iwo kinds of leptons. 

-4-
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NiniH.iliA'd mills <ti- c = 1 I haw been used 
iliTKUL-iiotit K| <5l Notice thai \w haw thret- t>pes 
o| .urroiiKllusK.jllpt.il Die elections ami the 
r-tuIcons tv\o "CI ITJ I " currents oi the type /* K ami 

^ ' 1 X uiuTi- i. sijiuls foi Jiaige cxJunge JIKI it sijmls 
lot "ucu tu l " or no-iharge exchange, and the usual 
vK-viioiiueiieiu current J^. Tin- swnbol \ stand* for 
eiihci c telcclronior Ndiikleoni. The "antichirjl" 
•.urreut^,^. is .1 unique feature of the neutral election 
Miircni 

tti- might note thai best \atues lor the present 8 are. 
in noimah/eii units it; = c - It. 

h, = - * ,**. \ - *cN 

-<V I S I ' r ' W n e * j ' " " 2 0 w - eos J V ' n e 

^ N " - « ' , ^ J N , a 

<V 

*ni 
= K8 X lO" 4 4 McV-cm J (6b) 

" i w = mass of the W 1 boson (^ 20 GeV). (6c) 

Summation over the indices A = 1-4 is implied in 
both bo> (5) and (6). and pions have been ignored. 
I quation 'oat ts the low-energy limit, giving rise to 
the customary current-current version of the fl
int erection. For completeness we note that this re* 
quires only tnat the electron and nucleon energies be 
small compared to m w <>20 GeV) and m z (>28 GeV). 
We have left out the electromagnetic interaction. 
which has the usual low-energy limit of e 3 /<r, 2 *• In 
fact, our concern will only be with the second and 
third lines of Eq. (6a), since these are the only ones 
which could lead to observable parity-violating effects 
in aiomic transitions, ar. we sir all show. The first line 
of fcq. (6aI leads to the usual type of (J-decay.and it 
can (in second-order) lead to parity-violating effects. 
but too small to be observable, as we shall also show. 

We have said nothing about the actual magnitudes 
cJ g and g'. the "new" coupling constants, and. since 
our main concern is really with Eq. (6a). we really 
need not. This is because Ga, the ^-coupling co' stant. 
is well known from many experiments. 1 3 However. 

1- - D 0h5 . 
c = 1) l-T . 
I! = 0.104 . 
• .Ml ' </„ = 1 = 

£ £ - UIK.V 

Note how close e. g. JIKI g' are. which lends a good 
de.il ol pKnisihiliis lo the unified character of at least 
this lonu ol 1 IK- unified .ipproacli. 

Both 1 qs. 15a I and iftai are really simpler than 
thc\ niav .ippcui. aiul hi|s.i I). i2i. and (7i provide 
sufficient guidance to understand their import rather 
completely,. I lie nUci.ktion between the bosons and 
fernuoiis (h|,) ius the lomi of a total current (all hough 
we have not uu hided all the ]>ossible terms I coupled 
to a \ector potential, winch last has the san.e form 
whether it is an electromagnet k boson |A (Tl. 
fi = 1 - 4 J . which is massless. or the charged "weak" 
interaction boson ( W - I T I | . winch lus a relatively 
gigantic mass (>20 GeVi The chiral i^Jor ordinary 
(Ji currents are indeed currents. For example. J(f<"r*l 
is the //th component (for convenience we suppress 
the dependence on 11 of £ e<T): 

i e ( r ^ s |JCS(T». J ^ . t A J ^ A i c p ^ l . (8) 

where the slash notation J means a tour-sector. The 
fourth component is the familiar charge-density 
pjT\. except for the factor ic. In the Dirac formalism 
this is simply 74. in operator form. A more formal 
definition in the Dirac notation has already been given 
in Eq. (50 . but Eq. (8) emphasizes the dependence on 
"r"(and 1. if necessary), that is to say. the "ordinariness" 
of what is meant by a current. In fact c • J g = 0. 
wbich is to say that the four-dimension divergence of 
the electromagnetic current vanishes, as is well known. 
The chiral currents A on the other hand, which are 
distinguished by the (positive) chiral operator (1 + 75 )• 
are not divergenceless because of the presence of the 
7 S or pseudoscalar term. It is the (1 + ys) operator 
which corresponds to the V-A or complete-parity-
breakdown interaction form used 16 years ago by 
Feynman and Cell-Mann. 1 4 It should be no surprise 
to find it in its proper place in the unified theory, 
only now we have the neutral currents coupled to the 

-5-
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ago-surmised charge-exchange currents coupled to the 
charged spin-one bosons |W ± (r*)). However, we must 
not pass without noting that in fatt Fttynman and 
Gell-Mann did speculate on the possibility of neutral 
currents in their 1958 paper. 1 * 

TV, put Eqs. (5a) and (6a) in mere accessible and 
hopefully more comprehensible form, we will immedi
ately specialize to ttie atomic case, which is the 
principal concern here. In an atom we have only to 
deal with nudeons and electrons; all other currents 
can be ignored.* Equations (5a) and (fca) reduce very 
simply to (see Eqs. (5b-i ) for definitions]: 

, \ , ( l a" ! 9w - 0 \l 

and, dropping the subscripts n. 

C a ) 

^ a t o m i c ) = - &. j - i , ' ] - 4 sin 1 0 W ) J J J* 

+ \ J * JJS + \ (1 - 4 sin 2 6 W ) | J * J* 

<<5b> 

whore [in t q . (9b)] (o* , o[J) are ordinary three-
dimensional nucleon-spin operators. Also, we have 
left out all but the parity-violating terms coupling 
electrons to nucleons and electrons to electrons. Un
fortunately, we have had to add the antichi'al current 
^ e aad the pseudo or axial vector current J * But 
they are simple changes from their counterparts, as 

•This statement need not be true, strictly speaking. The 
nucleus spends a significant part of its time as a pion-nuckon 
mix. However, if the neutral vector current is conserved, then, 
just as in efcctiomagnetism and the weak (ve:tor) charge-
exchange interaction, the virtual pion states make no difference 
(at the low energies characteristic of atoms). We would get the 
same answer just by pretending we have nothing but neutrons 
and protons to deal with. Unfortunately we do not knov.- if 
the neutral vector currents are conserved or not (see Ref. 13). 

noted in Eqs. <5e,l». Vvdlcss !<' %ay, it IN exactly Hie 
pseudoscalar-sealar products like J* J* which are 
parity-viola l in j : . Also, we note ".hat we have purposely 
omitted the parity -Mohrtmg micieon-nucleon term 
because it cannot aflcci uionuc -structure, it does, 
however, introduce n.inty-Molating ed ic t s in nuclear 
striKlur-.. w!i;ch could change the picture for the 
expected parity viol it inn in nuttvar states. Irs alt con
siderations so far. only (he charge-es.hanue currents 
have been considered for this <..<.•: l i 

it IN important to r-.vi!l that the " >rdmaw" or 
.•hurgc-exchange ?. i:i ( c a t i o n would introduce parity -
violating components into atom:, s'lucuire even in 
the absence of neutral current*. I lowfer , these would 
be of the fourth order in ihe F .ynman diagrams of 
Fig.. 1 ami second order in the eomaet interaction 
form of Eq. Ida). In order to demonstrate the negligi
bility of the charge-exchange process (tor atomic 
structure), we will ust the contact or low-energy form 
of Eq. (6a K as it lends ii.se! f immediately to The well-
known results of second-order perturbation theory. 
The Feynman diagram for the fust-order process, i.e., 
via neutral currents, has the following form (note that 
the time vector is horizontal): 

^ (10a) 

The Feyman diagram for the charge-exchange second-
order process has the following form: 

* - (10b) 

Notice that for proton^ the end products are the same. 
The matrix element for the first-order process, Eq. (10b). 
which wc call<M|>, can be represented as follows: 

(M, )= (e'p'lhjlep) (Ha) 

( l i b ) 

where we will assume that the constants ct and /3 are of 

-6-
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t;u- *rder of un i i \ . as m %up» *-atlow eJ j3 iit\j\ We 
will it11 ;i himilji thing tor the seiond-order process. 
l.q. 110h» The matrix clement lot il it process we 
call <Mj). Because it is second order, its uy>, varance 
is mote complicated 

.- <e'p ' lh ( . Y l i ' iO( i ' .n J h . k ep> 

where for the sake of clarity we have dropped (for the 
moment) tlu- normalized notation <h= c * 1). Also, 
we have given the relativistic form of our approximation 
for 'Mi> in (I2b). The summation over the intermediate 
states c is represented by the quantity ir Jte bracket* 
< > Again wc will assume that a' is of (he order of 
unity, as for or and 0 in (M,). It is easy to check that 
the dimensions of Eqs.f 11) and (12) are the same, 
namely ergs-cm3 (in cgs units). It is easy to make » 
numerical estimate for <Mt >. However, we will now 
return to normalized units, i.e.. h= c = m^ = i. where 
nî T is the nucleon mass. (W- ignore the relatively 
small neutron-proton mas* difference. > The result we 
then get is 

( M , ) * I 0 ' 5 A . (13) 

where A is the atomic number (N + Z>. A numerical 
estimate of <Mj> is a little more difficult, since we must 
make some guess of reasonable values for the nucleon 
momentum ( p n c ) . total energy (W n c ) .and borrowed 

energy iAh^.) in the intermediate "neutral" state 
' c n c ' r ° ' s ! a | , i 4 ' n , l^l«> it is not hard to ihow that 

cp n - 300 McV . 

W n * 1000 MeV, 

A t c * 10 MeV . <U> 

None of these estimates is much better than a factor 
of two. but the> serve our order-of-magnitude purpose 
adequately Using Lqs. (12) and (14), •. •; find 

<M,> * l O - 1 0 X 10'Z - l O ^ Z . (15) 

It is obvious that <M3 > * 10"3 <Mj >. which, as we 
••lull ice. means that parity-nonconserving effects due 
to "ordinary*' & decay in atomic structure are not 
practically observable. The "new" component of the 
0-decay interaction, however, which leads to <Mt\ 
does lead to the possibility o( observable effects, and 
that is the subject of the following sections. We can
not close, however, without noting that at high enough 
proton and electron energies <M, > and <Mj> start to 
become comparable. (This is why we retained the 
relativistic-form Eq. (12b).] For electrons impingent 
on stationary protons, this energy region begins in the 
region of £1000 GeV\ For the opposite situal ion -
namely. protons impir^ent on stationary electrons 
the necessary energy becomes astronomical because 
oftlieiclativistic transformation.£l0 6 GeV. For 
many obvious reasons, neither type of experiment is 
practical, which is why neutrino beams (up till now) 
have been the main source of information cojr.vrnmg 
the existence and nature of the neutral currents.8 

However, the use of colliding beams of positrons and 
electrons (or other combinations) is now being acti\eiy 
studied as a new approach to the problem.'* 
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II. Party Violation in Atomic Structure 

It is clear from the structure of Eq. (9b) that there 
are two sources for the total parity-violating potential 
(Vj), the electron-nueleon (V^N), ami the electron-
electron (V^e) parts. Thus, 

V5= v « N + v « e . (i i» 

Both contributions were studied by Bouehiat and 
Bouchiat,6 and we will review their results here. We 
consider first VJ N [see Eq. Cb) | : 

V e N = S— J [(1-4 sin' 6 > 

X ( ^ i ^ ^ - ^ - J ^ I , (17a) 

where the summation is over X = 1-4 and k = 1-3 as 
well as all nucleons (p = proton, n s neutron). It is 
not difficult to demonstrate in the nonrelativistic 
limit, for the nucleoli currents only, that all terms 
except the X * 4 term can be neglected. Also, we will 
assume (as do Boudtiat and Bouehiat*) that terms of 
the form o* n ' j £ sum coherently to an effect of order 
as j - of the t^tal effect, which (except for light nuclei) 
is negligible. If we now also note that the momentum 
transfer to the nucleons must be such that 
KR < 1. where R is the nuclear radius, then the oper
ator for each nucleon becomes ' (the monopole 
approximation), so that 

vf- ^ y t Z O ^ s I n ' ^ + N] J e . (17b) 

If we then further assume a nonrelativistic limit for 
the electronic wave functions, which is not tenable in 
the vicinity of the nucleus, we get the final and rather 
simple result, 

V{ N = - ^ lZ( l -4s in*0 w ) -Nl 

X J- [io"-p)5(r)+SCfiict' p)l , (17c) 

where ail operators »o\ p~. T) refer to the electron 
whose mass we uVnote by m c <h~ c = I). The non
relativistic approximation lor the electronic matrix 
element (\J^, T* v0> is a poor one, ami the necessary 
corrections for it are derived and given in Rel". 6, 

The electronic contribution to Ve, is given by 

^ = - ^ 0 - 4 sin" V S''J? Je * < l 8 a l 

where the 2. means summation over all electrons 
except one, in the usual way one derives an effective 
one-body potential from a two-body potential. If we 
make the same nonrelativistic approximation for the 
electrons as we did for the nucleons, we attain the 
result 

V « « ^ < U 4 . l n ' V I * - ? P « ^ 

+ *„<?>?•? I. (18b) 

where p^iT) is the electronic density for the Z - 1 
"iiwctive" electrons. [The argument leading to 
Eq. (18b) is somewhat more complex than for V^" 
because of the necessity of considering the exchange 
contribution; see Ret'. 6.] 

We now have the two contributions to the total 
single-electron parity-violating potential (due to 
neutral currents) in Eos. (17c)and 08b). Bouchiat 
and Bouchiat6 then argue that only the mixing of 
sl/2 and pl/2 states need be considered, for at least 
two rather obvious reasons: 

< I) The fact that the S(i) in V j N will effectively 
mix only such states. All other states (such as p3/2 
and d3/2) tend to vanish more and more rapidly at 
r* = 0. 

(2) The factor [Z(l-4sin 2 flw)-N] inV v

N , a s 
contrasted to the corresponding factor (1-4 sin2(?w) 
in V^e, will give a much heavier weight to the former 
for Z > 1. This, of course, is a guess which requires 
more detailed study to verify (see below). 

In any case, since (he mixing ofsl/2 and pi/2 states 
via V®" turns out to be proportional to Z 3 , or even a 



slighll> higher power ol Z titan 3 (sec below), the most 
practk;il experiments will in fact be limited to rather 
high / . cesium iZ = 55) being Hie best and (presviitly) 
most accessible example. Thus if poinl [2) bears tip 
under further examination, a* we shall see it appar
ently does, we will have Vj =: VJ N for Z > 1 -

To make the final judgment concerning Ihe negli
gibility of VyC. we must evaluate the mixing matrix 
elements <MN> and <Me>:'7 

<MN>^<nsl'2IV£Nln'pl/2>. 

<Me> = (nsl/2IV£eln'pl/2>. 

(19a) 

(19b) 

This begs the question as to whether the explicit 
evaluation of <M^>a«d (Me> for other types of states 
(such as p3/2 and d3/2) would also lead to the result 
(Mc> < <MN>. for Z > 1. There is no guarantee that 
this would be the case, but for the reasons given above 
the absolute size of the mixing is the final argument; 
it is really large enough for practical detection only 
fori = 1/2 states. 

!t is very easy to achieve a rather simple expression 
for<M î> IseeEqs. (19b)and(17e)l using nonxelati-
vistic wi've functions for the electron wave functions: 

<Mi * 16jrme y/2 w 
•DZ + N] 

X ( R n O R ' n ' l > r = 0 
(20a) 

where R ng and Rn>j are electronic wave functions, 
and R' = dR/dr. Note that <M̂ > is purely imaginary, 
a result of the time-^versal-invariant nature of V^.6 

It is now necessary to evaluate RnQ and R n ]. How
ever, the scaling of the electronic Hamiltonian already 
tells us that Rn« must have one factor of Z more than 
RnQ, and for p = r/(a0/Z) ** 1 we know that RnQ a: 
constant and Rny = constant X p. Thus. (Mn) is 
(roughly speaking) proportional to at least the second 
power of Z, provided that the normalization of RnQ 
and R_i does not produce some unpleasant surprise. 
In fact, Bouchiat and Bouchiat6 generalize a procedure 
originally introduced by Fermi and Segre18 and 
Foldy'9 to derive the following formula forp < 1: 

Ei]. (20b) is an approximate rendering of a more exact 
result incorporating higher-order corrections;6 how
ever, it is sufficient for our purposes since it leads 
immediately to a numerical result for <M >̂, i.e.. Eq. 
<19al: 

• D Z + NI/Oin' ; 3 ' * . 

(21) 

where we have used "electronic" units (ft = c - m e = 1) 
and a is the fine-structure constant. Thus<Mĵ > is in 
units of m e c 2 (0.511 MeV), and it is quite small, 
since 

a*Ggmec2 s: 10"7 eV . 

However, the Z 3 dependence will help bring this 
quickly to more practical levels, as will be seen. 

We now proceed to the evaluation of <Me>. Using 
essentially the same procedures as above. Bouchiat 
and Bouchiat6 get the following (nonrelativistic) 
result: 

< M e > = ^ ^ ( N 4 s i n 2 e w 

V 

X ^ p ^ x . x ^ R ^ + ^ R , , . , 

l n 0 D J , 9R, 

r/a 

(22a) 

(22b) 

They then use the Thomas-Fermi result for pL,(x), 
which grossly overestimates p e(x) in the vicinity of 
x <• Zr/a0, in the integral in Eq. (22a). They find 
that contributions in regions I and 2 are comparable. 
where these regions are defined as follows: 

Region 1: x < X0 = Zr0 /a0 = ] . 

Region 2: x>X 0 - (22c) 

2 8+1/2 •A 72 V.. v-i p (20b) It is important to note that in region 1 the velocity of 
the electron is >Za. For Cs this is already 0.4. Thus 



we are again using nonrelativistic mechanics in a rela-
tivistic regime. Nonetheless, these results should be 
adequate for order-of-magnitude guidance. Accoiding-
ly, we may note that the integral in Eq. (22b) may be 
given approximately in a Z-independent version for 
p ^ I by extracting the following factor using 
Eq. (20): 

Z"* X Z " 2 X Z S ! X Z'3 =2"» . ( 3 ) 

where the Z9t* is from the Thomas-Fermi expression 
forp e (r) .Z" J f romR l l 0 .Z s ' 2 from dR n i /dr.and 
Z' 3 from the volume corresponding to r 0 » a 0/Z. 
Thus we see <Me> is (roughly) proportional to Z 2 , 2 S . 
whereas (MJJ) is proportional to Z". where n > 3. 
Bouchiat anil Bouchiat6 derive an approximate (non-
relativistic) formula for (M,,) and apply it to the eval
uation of the ratio (M^/Okl^. "sing Eq. (20a). For 
the specific case ofCs they I'iiiJ fJwr this ratio is 
<, 1.6 X 10 - 2 . Thus tliey conclude that for Z Z 50 
the electronic contribution to V^ should never be 
more than a few percent, and they ignore it in all 
further considerations, as we shall do. 

The final mixing matrix element between nsl/2 
and n'pl/2 is then Eq. (21). with the necessary rela
tivists correction factor discussed above. This factor 
has been calculated6 for the outer or least-bound s 
and p electrons and has been found to be 2.8 for Cs 
(Z = 55) and 9.0 for lead iZ=82), large in both cases 
and increasing with Z. as might be expected. Tlte 
final expression for the mixing of opposite parity in
volves a sum over l»'pl/2) (fur mixing into sl/2 states), 
and lpl/2> is given by 

lpl/2>»il.7X ! 0 - ' M 2 - j H L r r ln'pl/2>f 
(n n e n I 

X 1(4sin2 flw - J)Z + NJZ* , (24) 

where en is the electronic energ} in Rvdberi: units 
(or j2 for h = c = in. = 1 >. The numerical eoel't'iciail 
1.7 X I0* n seems rather small: however, the impor
tant features which make Ipl 2> uvhich i> purely 
imaginary - w above) detectable, at ieu>t in pruspect. 
have to do with the proper choice of the target atom 
and radiative transition to be experimentally studied. 
This we discuss in tlte next section. What still requires 
further comment here is the evaluation of the sum 
over the mixing states in'pl/2). This summation must 
also include the continuum. For the particular ease of 
Cs (Z = 55). !nsl/2> = IGsl/2>, with the value for the 
Weinberg angle 8 W given above |see Eq. ("II. we find, 
using Eq. (24), 

ICs;pl/2/6sl/2> = i0.5X 10 - " ll -~—r ln'pl/2>i 
' " l € 6 " V I 

(25) 

It is interesting to calculate the mixing coefficient 
for n' = 6 and n' = 7; these are 1.1 and 0.55 respec
tively, where we have utilized experimental data and 
also have ignored the common factor i 0.5 X 10'" 
[see Eq. (25)1. For n' = 2, this (normafeed) 
coefficient is ^0 .1; however, Bouchiat and Bouchiat6 

state that for n' -» °° the coefficient approaches a nonzero 
constant instead of zero, as one would expect from 
the fact that leni I •» 0 as n' -»<*>. This presumably 
has to do with the way they treat the continuum, 
which, although it is not quantizable, strictly speaking, 
can be treated in a quasi-discrete fashion. Details are 
to be given in a future publication.20 
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III. Parity-Mixing in Dipole Transitions 

In liiis section we will discuss the effect of parity 
nonconservation on the two types of dipole transitions, 
electric <1 1 land magnetic (Ml). The latter arc usually 
called forbidden in atomic transitions, even when 
allowed by the usual parity (no change) and spin 
(A t = 1 \ rule*. This is because the ratio of the matrix. 
elements <li 1 >/<M 1> has the order of magnitude (r/JCc>, 
where r is the dimension of the system and Xc is the 
electron Compton wavelength (3.88 X 10"" cm). For 
atoms 'electrons) this ratio is > I0 3 , while for nuclei 
(nucleonsiit is<M0. which explains the forbidden 
characicruation for atomic transitions. 

We will choose a somewhat different approach from 
Ret 6 in treating parity-mixed transitions, in that we 
will treat only the specific case of single electron states 
with j ~ 112. Also we will consider the specific physical 
situation characterizing the experimental approach 
suggested here and in Ref. 6. (Other approaches are 
possible, of course.) A simple schematic of this approach 
is shown in Fig. 2. The incident light, both highly mono
chromatic and circularly polarized, is generated in an 
appropriate laser source. It is absorbed resonantly by 
the atoms of the gas or vapor target and then is re-
emitted from the resonantly excited state in various 
modes. One of these modes is selected by the spectro
meter-detector, and the count rates for the two possible 
circularly polarized (CP) incident states, N+, are 
measured. As we shall see, this difference will be 
proportional to the degree of parity-mixing character
izing the states of interest. The re-emitted radiation 
will also be circularly polarized in general (regardless 
of whether we have parity-mixing or not), except at 
90°, as shown in Fig. 2. Tlu 90° orientation of the 
detector is not essential, and the ratio p+. 

Incident 
CP light 

(26) 

should be independent of angle, with a polarization-
insensitive detector. This condition is independent of 
whether or not there are electric or magnetic fields at 
the target position. The result forp+ should also be 
independent of whether the light is incident from the 
left or the right (see Fig 2) in the absence of magnetic 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram for the proposed 
experiment. The incident light is highly 
monochromatic and circularly polarized (CP). 
This is absocVd resonantly by the atoms of the 
gas target and then rc-emitted at a lower fre
quency. The re-emitted radiation will be (in 
general) circularly polarized, even in the 
absence of parity mixing, except at 90° (as 
shown). The difference in count rate for the 
two senses of incident polarization. N + - N_, 
is proportional to the degree of parity 
breakdown. 

fields. We will discuss these matters in more detail at 
the end of this section. 

In Eq. (24) we have given the general form for the 
parity-violating component (pvc) in a lnsl/2) state. 
We give the whole ket-vector now for the initial slate 
(usually the ground state) of an atomic system such 
asCs(see Fig. 3), but with the pvc renormalized to 
unity and multiplied by the overall coefficient 5'. 

iy=lnsl/:> + ifis(n)lpI/2>, 

<pl/2lpl/2>sl. I 6 s i ^ l . 

(27a) 

(27b) 

where 5s(n) will be a function of n and will be con
strained to be real. Single-particle pl/2 states are also 
possible, of course, as we see in Fig. 3. In this case. 

Iip)= ln'p1/2> + ifi <n')lsl/2>, (2Sa> 

(sl/2lsl/2>= 1. 15 k l . (28b) 



-?s!/2 

'6p3/2 
-6pl/2 

<67 /v 

-6sl/2 

Fig. 3 . Level scheme for single-electron states of Cs 
(Z = 55) involved in resonant excitation of 
6sl /2 electron to the 7sl /2 state, a doubly 
forbidden (Ml) transition. (Hyperfme coup-
!ing to the 7 / 2 + nucleus has been omitted.J 
The incident radiation (2.3 eV) leads to the 
resonant re-emission of two different cascades 
of photons, resulting in four photon energies, 
two in the far infrared (0.84 and 0.91 eV) 
and two in the near infrared (1.46 and 1,39 
eV). The present proposal relates to the 
latter two emissions, which can be easily 
separated in commercially available spectro
meters (see Fig. 2). 

It is mil .it Jllik-LL-svin. ili.ii \ i i n u 16 mi l . hut 
fi^and 5^ ujjl luxli he re.il numbers tno imaginary 
component I. tutmitiwts identical with | 2 " ) or iZX) 
can be used to desenhe the appropriate final states. 
Jts) or \fp). The ckvlnc dipolc operators lor the CP 
radiation incident along the / -aus are as follows 
(ft = c - m. - I): 

(BU} = V a iA 0 Yj-jCOr. 

( E l l ) = v £ iA 0 Y n ( r > . 

(29a) 

(2<5b) 

where a is the fine-structure constant, the notation f 
refers to unit veetois, r* s r r refers to the electron, 
and we use the nutati. n (EXMf. Also, for convenience, 
we use the convention M s - M. The constant A 0 is 
the field strength leWcttic or magnetic). We note that 
the conventional Uipole moment operator (1)1) is 
given by 

( D M = r Y 1 0 u » . (30) 

in units ol" niyjtx I, It is easy *° prow that Vov all 
states of the form ol ( _ 7 a ) o i i28u> the diagonal 
moment (xnDl) '*> '> KJemjcaJJv zero so long a.s 
fixln> is real This is a reflection of the fact that it is 
necessar> bin not sufficient that parity be violated 
for a nonzero electric ilipole moment. Time-reversal 
violation is also necessary, and this would imply an 
imaginary part for 6 x t n ) . These conditions are not 
restricted t o j = 1/2 states omy. of course. 

The magnetic dipofe operators corresponding t%y 
Eqs. (29a-el are as follows: 

(MU) = - ^ A , , ^ - , 

(M1I) = - ^ A 0 ^ 1 

(31a) 

(31b) 

"• Bjf , 0 x + i D y > ; "T = -jj l"x " ' V • 

(3!cl 

where o x and o v are Ihe usual Pauli sptnors. 
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K V ° / , = l(?o) • (fo) ' O -

The change in relative signs between b'q. t-9h). (31b) 
as compared to fcqs. (29a). (31a* is a consequence of 
the opposite behavior of Ihe electric and magnetic 
dipole operators under reflection. 

Althi/Ugh diagonal electric dipole moment* nitisr 
vanish. off-diagonal ones need not. as is well known. 
Thus, tor example, the total matrix elemenl lor a 
(predominantly) i»asJ 2) to ln^pl/2) etectric-dipole 
t l i l) transition is given by 

<M p s> +={<n bpr:.i/:i + i*p(iib«si':.i/:i} 

X j ( H ! l + < M l i l i | l n l i s l / : . P 2 > 

+ i s s m a t i p : . - : . i / J ) | . (3:a» 

<Mnit>" = <M«s*+ (with all projection quantum 
numbers reversed). (32b) 

L'sine Eqs. 129a.b) and (3 la.b) wo can gel a moa* 
explicit expression for <Mp s>+. 

<M 

|irY,,ff>-(o,;jJl -i6p<nbKn'blYoooj I 

— j Y . o ^ h i V | | { ^ f t A . « i | . (33) 

where (aJJtsrefup.tlownlspinors, In̂ .) represents 
radial wave functions for single particle* in state n .̂ 
ami | n'jj) represent* the normalized sum over all 
states of the contaminating radial functions (sec 
rq <27a*| The same spin-anjle dependence is 
common i«> alt component* of the pre and it cMncled 
a* shown. Note thai we have also extracted I he con* 
slam vector x / o A*c (. and we will ignore it henecfoi lit 
as ft lus no effect on prc»nl consideration*. Our 
final answer i*. 

v > + - K n b , r , n

J

> ( i & ) , ' a 

+

 : v ' y ( % i " a ) j &

P « % ' - ^ s , n

a ' ( - , 3 4 > 

where, as noted, we have left out tlk- vectory'o AQC, 
It IN easy lo verify thai (M„ s r is the same as <M0S>+ 

except for the reversal of the relative sign of the (fcl) 
and (Ml I pans. We note m passing that the (MI > part 
is due enlireh lo the pve's in both initial and final 
states and is. as expected, proportional to a linear 
combination of 6 S and 6 , v 

The cross stvdoii (or pitotoabitorptioii is propor
tional lo KM, l s> sia and will depend on the incident 
polarization. It is not difficult to get the following 
result for the difference KMps>* I2 - KMps>"[J using 
b"q. (34) and the stated relation between ( M ^ * and 
<M p s T(seeEq. (3_Tb|f: 

KMp s>+|- V 

v ' T S < n H i r l n a K n b m a ) | V , , l ' ) " . [ ^ " a 1 ] • 

f35> 

Th- 4iuntit> nz M-q. t-(»i| i- '.he ir^iional Ji-ugv in 
cross section in going from one polarization sense to 
the other. Thus 

! « ; / • KM-,),-
(-'oal 

„.=.i:x.':<wjvv-.k..v) , 
<n,,.rinj> 

.16b l 

Asuimni: that '<ii'j,lua)! s 1.16 I s i5,l = I0' 1' (see 
Sec. II). and (n îrm.,) a 10"* cm * .100 (electronic 
units, unit lenptli • h'nî c). we find 

Ip I a 1 0 " \Z ' i J w 

It i> obvious that litis hnrrendmul) .null number is 
quite undetectable.even for/ = 02. in wliult *asc 
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W a I 0 " 1 2 . The answer to this dilemma is (hopefully > 
in the choice of another type of excitation in com
bination with the proper targets, as we shall now see. 

In the above we chose the situation in which the 
electric dipole is allowed and the magnetic dipole f 
bidden by parity conservation. This is the meaning of 
Eqs. (32a,b) and would be exemplified in Fig. 3 by 
choosing an exciting radiation of a frequency to match 
either the (6p3/2. 6sl. 2) energy difference or the 
( 6 p l / 2 . 6 s l / 2 ) energy difference. The emitted reso
nance radiation would then be uniinodai and exactly 
the same in energy as the incident radiation. This is not 
what is shown in Fig. 3. where the exciting radiation ex
cites the 7pl /2 state (IKJ = 2.30 eV), and there are two 
de-exciting modes, each consisting of a cascade of two 
photons, the first one in the far infrared (»14.000 A or 
* 0 . ° eV) and tde second one in the near infrared 
(%8.700 A or * 1.4 eV). The (M1) excitation process 
can be treated much the same as the (E1) process was 
treated earlier, only now we will find that the predom
inant process, although parity-allowed, will be strongly 
hindered or "doubly forbidden" by the (Ml) selection 
rule. An = 0, as well as the simple fact of being an (M1). 
A situation is known in He, where the 2 s l / 2 -* l s l / 2 
single-particle (M1) transition is similarly forbidden 
and leads to the existence of quasi-stable excited 
stales of the form (2s l /2 . lsl/2).'' 1 The matrix ele
ments <M'SS>* can be written, in complete analogy to 
Eqs. <32a.b)and<33). 

<M s s ) + = | |<n b s 1/2.1/21 - i 5 s ( n b X p 1/2.1/21) 

X ( i r Y 1 1 ( f ) - ( o , / 4 ) | - | l n a s 1/2,I72> 

+ i o s ( n a ) | p l / : . r a i | (37a) 

= - ^ H l n a > 

+ ( r ^ r ) " 2 l * s ( n b « n i > l r l n a > 

- « s ( n a ) ( n b l r | n a > | . (37b) 

Comparing Eqs. (34) and (37b) shows a very large-
scale difference in the part of <MSS>+ due to 'he pvc 
as well as the parity-allowed part. The latte. is pro
portional to <nD(na> in Eq. (37b). i.e., the radial 

overl.jp (or two different siiii.'le-p.irltclc states 
l n b * it, i. which is zero in lite first ordei u-.g.. in a 
Hartree-Fock set ol wave functions! in fact the 
entire situation isu-r\ vlcjrk e\lnhitcd by the 
change in p±. which lor fcqs. l3Tj.hl becomes 

S l 6 s " y ' " ' h l r l " a > - 5 > " V " ' i i ' r ' " a ' 
p ± tl2irl' -' <V'ij> 

l38a) 

Using the same approximation as before, we can 
again get an order-of-maguiMde result. 

ip i* i r ? * 3 o Q Nz* 
<n bin a) 

(38b> 

In Fq. (38b) we can see explicitly the consequence 
of reversing the roles of parity-allowed and parity-
forbidden transitions. The electric dipole matrx 
element has moved to the numerator, bringing with 
it an enhancement factor, when all is said and done. 
of >10. The denominator now contains the residue 
of a truly forbidden (Mil matrix element. (n h |n a>. 
Bouc!. : ,t and Bouehiat6 estimate this overlap, which 
is made nonzero by several effects (hyperfine mixing, 
configuration mixing, etc.) and find it to be ^10* s . 
Thus we can say. 

ipl ^ 3 X 1 0 ' w NZ 2 . (3<n 

For Cs. Ip| ^ 7 X 10"5, which, as we shall see in 
Sec. iV, should be quite detectable. This change in 
the value of \p\ by a factor of 10 8 or I0 9 is. of course, 
not.'ijig less than spectacular, and is the major reason 
for the original suggestion by Bouchiat and Bouchiat6 

to use doubly forbidden (MI) transitions in this type 
of investigation. Unfortunately it appears (at the 
moment) that the only practically accessible target is 
in fact Cs vapor. However, in Sec. IV we will discuss 
other possibilities, including one mentioned by 
Bouchiat and Bouchiat* in the high-Z region, which 
require more advanced but achievable (we believe) 
techniques. 

Earlier in this section we alluded to the effects of 
electric atul magnetic fields at the target site. Such 
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helds .11 »• impossible to .noli! ».oinplck-l\ . -inti M> 
their i*Jt̂  *. ^ must he understood. We begin with th : 
..isc ot .in arhili,ir\ electiostaiK field, ho Ignoring 
the p\e"s tin ilu- moment, the matrix element *M*v 
lias tiii 1 lolUmmg form in I he presence of E 0 

' ^ s s ? + ~ 1 l^h'^"" 0 + y i b ' ' e ' ' ^ " " + ^ ' i a l 

+ *o V l 0 o | J | i r Y M - lo , ' 4» l 

X (Y ( M ^ln a >+[e l (Y n ( J+Y l Tj3l 

+ e«Y l l l0iliv (>|. (-101 

where I n a >̂ and in y ^> are normalized radial wave 
tunctions of (he same type as defined earlier (!n a b> 
are single-particle states and ln a ^) are mixtures), 
a. 0 are up-down spinor functions (as before), and e,. 
€„. el. to a r L ' l » e mixing coefficients, which will be 
proportional to E 0 in this first-order formulation. The 
first tiling about Eq. (40) to be noted is that the 
matrix element for rY, t is zero because of the spin-
flipping necessary in order to make the matrix element 
for 0| nonzero. Thus there can be no interference 
between (El l )and ( M i l ) due to the influence of an 
electrostatic field, and the difference ( N + - N_) is not 
affected. However, the sum ( N + + N_t could be 
affected because of the incoherent contribution to 
the KM^*! 2 of the following (E l ) term. 

, < M | > | J = ^ - l * i H I r l n a > + ei ' < n b l r l n a > | 2 - < 4 1 > 

Since the (e r , e[) coefficients are proportional to 
Eo (see above), the contribution *o KMSS>*I2 is 
proportional to E 2

0. Thus it is important to keep 
the stray electric fields well below a level such that 
the induced (E1) transition could compete with the 
doubly forbidden (M1) transition, thus diluting the 
expected effect. Of course it could be argued that 
such dilution does not attack the basic validity of 
the extraction of the numerator of Eq. (38a) from 
the experimental result p±. This is because the 
denominator of Eq. (38a) is essentially the reduced 
matrix elerrent for the (M1) transition, which will 
have to be taken from experiment anyhow (see 

below i I luis M»ir,e stray electric field is tolerable, 
although it would becloud the proper extraction 
o! the (M 1 i matrix element trom the experimental 
results. 

It is sotncwh.ii surprising to find that electric 
fields ot the order of 1 V cm can produce enough 
induced d-1 \ si length to compete with the doubly 
forbidden «M 1 I strength.* The argument to show 
this is rather simple. howe\ it. First we note that 
the main cause will be the n-forhuidenness rule, 
which reduces the (M I) matrix element b> a factor 
of in" 4 i(» 10'* (see abovei. The induced mixing 
coefficient due to E 0 is approximately 
er 0<tij,lrln (>'«iE. which is easily seen to be *I0* 8 

E 0 The (El i matrix element in units of Bohr 
magnetons (// 0 lis then E 0 X 10*8 X <2r'Xt.). where 
r * !0"" cm and X. is the electron Compton 
waulength. Tims we find. 

( ' E H > i n J u 0 1 . ( j - 1 0 - ' E o M „ . '42, 

with E 0 in units of volts per centimeter. Since 10' 5 

V0 is in the range ol the forbidden (MI) matrix ele
ments, we see we are at the danger le\el at I V em. 
as noted earlier (also .ce Ret. 5). 

Besides stray electric fields of external origin, we 
have to worry about the fluctuating electric fields 
encountered by an atom as it wanders through the 
vapor or gas target. For most purposes these fields 
will be encountered suddenly, which is to say in 
binary collisions. During such collisions the induced 
(El ) ratesare of course \eiy much augmented. 
Their influence on the effeetiu* dipole transition 
probability will depend on temperature and pressure. 
and also on the t ollective stales of the target (see 
Sec. II). At temperature equilibrium, as in a normal 
vapor, the effect tends to bi relatively high. Bouchiat 
and Boueliiat*' 2 0 estimate that the collision-induced 
(El > transition rate is 2.7 times the doubly forbidden 
(Ml i rate in Cs vapor at 1 T o r r ( * 2 X 1 0 1 6 cm" 3) 
and 550 e K Presumably the detector resolution is 
<0.l c m ' * 1 0 " 5 e V . Bouchiat and Bouchiat have 
also estimated that the energy width of the collision-
induced transition is >100 times the "Doppler" 
width (I\s,= : : x I0" 6 e\>. Thus the use of a laser 
to scan for the <M 1) absorption peak will turn the 
problem of collision-broadening into one of sub
tracting a quasi-continuous background from the 
peak oi' interest. Nonetheless, a signal-to-noise ratio 
of 1:2.'! at the peak is seldom :t trivial situation. 
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In the method being described here we propose to 
use an uncolliniated atomic beam of neutral Cs atoms 
transverse to the direction of the User beam. A 
detailed discussion of this and other features of the 
present proposal is given in Sec. IV. Here we will 
note that the collective state of an atomic beam is 
very much more ordered than a gas in temperature 
equilibrium. This will lead to a reduction (in our 
case) of the Doppler broadening by a factor of 2-3, 
with a concomitant density reduction of «2Q0. 
Mainly (of course) because of the reduction in density, 
the signal-to-noise ratio will be ==3S: 1. (see Sec. IV 
for more numerical estimates and specifications.) 

The discussion of stray magnetic fields is simpler 
than that of stray electric fields for two reasons: 
1) stray magnetic fields cannot lead to parity 
admixtures, and 2) they are quite negligible 

In Urn section we present three proposals for observ
ing the effects of parity nonconservation in atomic 
transitions. Ail three are based on Fig. 2. but they 
differ in the targets or in the characteristics of the 
lasers and their output beams. Some of the laser fea
tures which are needed are just now becoming available. 
With regard to the target, mention has already been 
made of using beams of neutral atoms rather than a 
gaseous vapor in temperature equilibrium, the Utter 
being the type of target proposed by Bouchiat and 
Bouchiat.5 The proposals discussed here will have in 
common the use of multiple uneollimated atomic 
beams. For the sake of convenience, we give now 
numerical values for several pertinent quantities in the 
particular case of Cs vapor <Z = 55) and the6s l /2-» 
7sl /2 transition tsee Fig. 3): 

1 " c s : m.p. * 301.6'K: b.p. - 05I.6 , >K: 
solid density = 1.9 g/cm J . (43a > 

r,j(700*K> * Doppler width* 7.5 X 10'* eV 
* 0.02 cm' 1 * hOOMHz. (43b) 

(compared to induced (El) transitions] in collision 
broadening. As pointed out by Bouchiat and 
Bouchiat5 a magnetostatic field at the level of 
0.1-0.2 G could induce a polarization of =»I0"5 by 
mixing hyperfine states. Such a field would have 
lo be parallel or antiparallel to the direction of 
the User beam, and the mixing would be between 
stales of the same total J z and different total J. 

It would be relatively easy to cancel out the 
effect of such fields by the use of Helmholtz 
co ! l* and other stratagems, more-or-Iess standard in 
experiments that are magnetic.'^ sensitive. 
Furthermore, the effect of such fields on pt will 
change sign when the incident laser direction is 
reversed, while the effect due to parity non-
conservation obviously cannot, as pointed out by 
Bouchiat and Bouchiat.5 

A|i = hyperl ineseparatiomlf : t4 + )-E(3 + »: 
* 8.3 x I u'* eV = 2000 MHz = 0.O7 un"' 

(70/2) : 
= 3.8 X 10"5 cV = 0193 MHz = 0.82 cm"1 

(6sl '2 l . (43c I 

r M , ifnrbiddent % 4 X I0"2 1 eV <7sl/:>. (43d> 

r F | (allowed) * 5 X |0"» eV (7sl '21. (43e) 

o r e s ( M l ) * < r M 1 / I | a s ) X 2.5 X I0-'«cm 2 

( 6 s l ' 2 - 7 s K 2 l <4.V> 

Typical dye laser resolutions, r ^ t d y e ) : 

250 inW: 4.2 X I0"5 eV = 10,000 MHz = 0.33 cm"'; 
100 mW: S.4 X 10"* eV = 2.000 MHz = 0.07 cm"': 
50 mW: < 4 X 10"" eV = 10 MHz = 0.0003 cm' 1. 

(43gl 

Equations (43d,c) are rough single-particle estimates 
with the addition of a hindrance factor of I0"4 in the 

IV. Proposed Experiments 
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1 x l O " 5 e V 7 s l / 2 

S" ) 1.2 x 10 • 6 . v 

1 x 10"6 eV 

8 x l 0 " 7 eV 

5 x 10 " e V 

6p3/2 j 

_} 6pl/2 

I. 
L 

5 . 2 x I O " 2 e V 

4 x 10 eV 6 s l / 2 

I 
Fig. 4. Single-electron level structure of Cs (Z = 55 >, exhibiting fine and hyp-rime structure, the latter due to 

the coupling with the nuclear spin of J = 7/2. See Fig. 3 for gross single-particle energies and allowed 
transitions. 

(MI) matrix element6 in the case of Eq. (43d). The 50-
and 100-mW figures in Eq. <43gl are somewhat conjec-
Uiral at this time. The level energies of Cs are shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4; in Fig. 4 we exhibit the hyperfine 
splitting explicitly. Equation ( 4 3 0 is the peak reso
nance cross section under ihe assumption that 
•Vie ̂  r n **" r M! * which we will assume to be the ease ' l a s ^ D 'Ml 
here (see the 100-niW entry of Eq. 43gh since this 
corresponds to the most reliable mode (for our pur
poses) in which to operate typical existing or soon-to-
he-available dye lasers. (It is notable that the Doppler 
width is cancelled out of the equation.) 

In Fig. 5 we show a diagram of the type of oven 
proposed here and the placement of the laser beam 
with respect to the series of 0.5-mm apertures giving 
rise to the uncoHimated atomic beams which form the 
more-or-less linear target. The laser beam has been 
placed ? mm above the apertures, at which point Ihe 

effective density will be ^ I X 10' 4 cm"3. ;:s coin 
pared with * 2 X I 0 1 6 cm"3 just inside the .i|vrhiivs. 
It is possible tiiat the 2-mm distance can be reduced 
and the operating densitv (at the apertures) increased 
in a final design, but for the moment we wil! .ihide by 
these numbers, which are the most realistic ue can 
collect as of now. Because the (single-particle l colli
sion rate goes as the density and also because oi the 
relatively coherent motion of the atomic beam, all 
collisions are esscntialk eliminated for the situation 
depicted in Fig. 5. The coherence of even an uncolh-
mated atomic beam is such that the average relative 
speed of two atoms is less by a factor of ^ 2 than that 
in a gas at thermal equilibrium. To illustrate what 
this means with regard to the rati of collision-induced 
transitions, we give the following rough estimate of ft„ 
the fraction of time spent b\ any atom in a quasi-
diatomic situation: 
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Gloss window 

Tantalum heal shield 

Thermal standoff 

Liquid cesium 

Fig. 5. Diagram of the proposed molybdenum oven which would generate uncollimated atomic beams through 
which the laser beam passes. The resonant scattering is detected through wide-angle (=I sr) glass windows 
The temperature inside the molybdenum oven will be in the range of liquid Cs or Rb ($700°Khand the 
density at the apertures will be =2 X 1 0 " cm" 1. The heating is accomplished by currents passing through 
the oven. The target region is formed by a series of 0.5-mm apertures giving rise tu an effective target 
length of about 1 cm. 

f c ! s N - < v i e I > ' , V , c (44) 

where 

N = the atcnuc density, 

<vrej> = the mean two-atom relative velocity, 

o c = the collision cross section of the 
appropriate type (presumably the 
hard-sphere scattering cross section), 

t c s the characteristic time for the quasi-
diitomic association (something like 
i transit time). 

Assuming that both o c and l c are essentially independ
ent of velocity and density at these low temperatures 
and pressures, we see that collision-induced transitions 
should be reduced in the same ratio as the product 

N<vrej>. This ratio becomes (in our case) *400 as 
compared with a gas at a pressure of I Torr. Thu». 
collision-induced processes should cease to he a 
problem altogether, since the signal-to-noise ratio 
ought to become 150:1 instead of 1:2.7, as estimated 
by Bouchiat and Bouchiat5 (see above). Unfortunately 
die power output of presently available dye lasers with 
linewidihs narrow enough to distinguish (for example) 
the 3 + -• 4 + transition from the 3 + -» 3 + transitions 
(see Fig. 4) is very low (*20 mW). Accordingly we 
have chosen to use the 100-mW figures (linewidth 
*10" S eV) of Kq. (43g) as our working example, 
although the 50-mW figures quoted are very feas
ible (because of (he much reduced linewidth). The 
100-mW figures bring our signal-tonoiso ratio down to 
*3S: I, still a very tolerable regime. 

We now proceed to more detailed descriptions of 
the three experiments we propose. We will give them 
in what we construe to be the present order of 
increasing difficulty. 
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A IHh SIMPLE Ml'LTIPLE-ATOMIC-BF.AM 
IAP1 RIMLNTK's. Z = 55) 

This approach has already been described essentially. 
The experimental setup is given in block form in Fit:. 6. 
We now give Ihe anticipated specifications for the 
various components of the cxpettinents. 

1. Ar*" Laser 

Ibis should be a 15 W. continuous-wave (CWl laser 
with u beam diametei of = I mm. The angular diver
gence must be matched to the dimensions and position 
of the tunable dye laser which it pumps. Commercial 
units of this power rating (al minimum I are . \ailahlc. 

2. Tunable Dye Ljser 

For the Cs experiment this is the element which is 
fat the moment I not commercially available {sec Eq 
(43gi| However, units such as the 100- or 50-mNV-
output types should be commercially available within 
a few monthv Suitable dye lasers can, however, be 
built by proper conversion of the elements of existing 
commeicial units. The angular divergence of all such 
units are or will be adequate tor all present purposes. 

.V Circular Polarizer 

This consists of two parts: first a f-Ian polarizer, 
which produces a 1007- linearly polarized beam, 
which then goes into the second element, a cylindrieal-
ring-electrode Pockels cell, wherein the degree and 
lype of polarization is determined by the character 
of Ihe dc voltage applku. The sense is determined 
by the sign of (he voltage. Of course, suitable optical 
mountings arc required to match the position and 
orientation of the two elements to each other and 
to the laser beam. All components are commercially 
available, and, as a matter of fact, the polarizer is 
about ready for testing as of this date (November 
.:0, 1974).*= 

4. Power Supply for Polarizer 

This is a rather special power supply which Itas to be 
capable of giving square waves al low frequency 
( < : 0 0 Hz) at various amplitudes from 0 to 8 ItV. The 

rise time should be ^'O''' sec. Such units are not avail
able commercially, but such a power supply has been 
designed md should be completed in the near future. 

5. Master Control Circuit 

This circuit will house the low-frequency oscillator 
winch will trigger the polarizer power supply at a 
selectable Irequencv . It will also gate (alternately! the 
separate banks of sellers in correspondence with the 
1 phase of the incoming laser beam (see Fig. M. By 
operating at frequencies of ^200 Hz, the gain flu tu-
ationsof all elements of the system, which are charac
terized '* • time constants >I sec. will he nullified for 
all practical purposes. This method of "rapid alterna
tion" has been used in similar experiments in the 
'Jetection ol circulji polarization due to paritv break
down in 0-> cascades.2-1 In these earlv experiments 
the main limitation was not Ihe gain stability but tile 
data-collection rale. In the present experiment it is 
possible that, lor p . < 10** (see Sec. IVB. heiowh gjin 
stability may begin to be a problem. Such circuitry as 
this is not commercially a\ nlable but has been designed 
and constructed at LLL. where it is now operating. 

b. Monitoring System 

Immediately after Ihe circular polarizer, a partially 
reflecting mirror is put into the beam to deflect a small 
portion into the monitor photomultiplier (PM> tube 
(RCA 8575). All of ihe circuitry associated with this 
system will be standard, commercial, fast-pulse (rise 
time *- -4 nseci. and modular (NIM-bin I. with the 
exception of the PM base wiring. The uitrafast 
circuitry is necessary because of the high rate at which 
ihe monitor will run. %106 counts/sec. 

7. Monochromator 

The resolution specifications on the m jnoehromator 
are decided essentially by the structural characteristics 
of the background on which the peak of interest sits. 
In our c-ase the background will be mainly dark noise 
and hence totally achromatic. The peakwidth will be 
effectively the laser width, or abo'tt I0' 5 eV. using 
the 100-mW figures from Eq. <43p>. This is about the 
width of the hyperfine separation of the excited "*s I 2 
state [see Eq. (43e)|. Using a high-resolution Fabry-
Perot interferometer as a monochromater <o single out 
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Atomic-beam target 

leering mirror 

*— Gate 

r I | n ~ l H f* ' ^H igh vol rage 
v Monitor circuit \ . 
v Scaier ^-Amplifier 

Signal circuit 

Scaler // ^Discrimti 
'-Amplifier 

Fig. 6. Detailed diagram of the basic scheme tor detecting parity breakdown in atomic transitions as proposed 
here. A multiple atomic beam going into the plane of the incident and scattered beam is the target. 
Monitoring if. done via a split beam immediately after the circular polarizer. The latter is a combination 
of a linear (Glan) polarizer and a linear-to-circuUr invertible polarizer (Pockels cell). A square-wave dc 
voltage is generated via a master control circuit which also gales the (t) scalers for the monitor and 
detector PM tubes. 

the 3 + -»• 4 + transition, it should be possible to achieve 
a transmission of *10"3 with a resolution ->f ̂ 0.1 cm"1 

or 1 X 10"5 eV. With such a resolution, we have 
already noted the calculation by Bouchiat and Bouchiat5 

that a signal-to-noise ratio of = 1:3 is to be expected 
with a Cs-vapor target at 1 Torr and 550°K. However, 
with a multiple-atomic-beam target (see Fig. 5 and dis
cussion above), it is quite feasible to use a bandpass 
filter with a resolution of «1 cm -' and an overall 
transmission efficiency of ~2 X 10"2. This includes 
losses in the collecting lens and a «25# PM (C31034A) 
deflection efficiency. There is also a reduction of a 
factor of *4 in the total time necessary to accumulate 
Che required statistics due to the large sjgnal-to-noise 

utio (35:1) which we may now expect by using multi
ple atomic beams. We will discurs absolute count rates 
in the monochrome tor detector in connection with 
the specifications pertaining to the atomic-beam 
target, below. 

8. Atomic-Beam Target 

The production of atomic beams from alkali metals 
is a well-understood technique.'4 , a 5 We propose to 
use a setup such as that shuwn in Fig. 5 to get a multi
ple beam of neutral cesium (also rubidium and thallium, 
see Sees. IVB and 1VC) atoms of density =3 X 10 1 4 

cm"3 over a length of * I cm at the target position. 
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detmed In Ihe intcrsvvt.oii region ol tin- h w beam 
and the multiple atomic bo.un. Beams like tins have 
been made mi l l bain'm. a mclal with properties simi
lar to those of Cs and K b . " Fieuie 5 is rused on pro-
vi Hlsh used designs.""4" bill other designs .lie now 
under study. : t ' I'ndv'i the eondilions described lo this 
point, the eounl rate C"tj at the moiiochiomalor deloctor 
due lo .sonant absurpliou ..mi ic-eiliission I see I- Hi- 3l 
van be estimated as follows: 

C j * tn.yLn.,0 . C5al 

where 

f = llie overall detection efficient 
» : x i0" !. 

n a s the atom density = I X 10'* em" 3. 

o = the resonant absorption cross section 
= 1.2 X 10"" cm 2 . 

Thus 

r d * i : x io"2x3x IO"KI.OXI x io'") 
d.:x io' : s) 

= 7 X 10 4 counts/sec. (45b) 

Tlie final estimate of 7 X 10" counts/sec is a fairly 
reasonable rale, since we require about 4 X I 0 1 0 

counts or 1-2 weeks to measure an effect of ^ lO" 4 to 
an accuracy of = 1 Otf. By decreasing the distance be
tween the beam apertures and the laser beam by a 
factor of 2, flic data collection Time is reduced "by a 
factor of 4 or a little less. 

Of course. Eqs (45a.b) do not include the contri
bution from cnl'.ision-induccd (E l ) transitions, as 
discussed at the end of Sec. I I I . Another interfering 
contribution of considerable potential importance is 
the fluorescent excitation and subsequent de-excitation 
by the black-body radiation from the surfaces sur
rounding the target region.2 7 In the case of Cs this 
would correspond to the excitation and subsequent 

dc-c\ciiatnm of the upl 2 and 6p3 2 stales of Fig. 3. 
I his parlicul.ii source of background is extremely 
sensitive to the temperature of the surroundings as 
well as the frequency of the excitation radiation. This 
is due to the factor c ' l k J " t T i n the black-body radia-
lion formula, l o i oul particular oven design we have 
included two heat shields between il:e aioinie-beani 
laigcl rveion ami the i .isell. 11 hesc details arc 
not shown in Fig. 5.» I his should reduce black-body 
i.Miisition rales so iliat tile signal-lo-noisc ratio due 
lo this particular source should be £2 .1 . 1 his prob
lem will he lar less severe lor both Rb iSec. IVBl and 
Tl (Sec. IVC l. In any case, a good many design 
parameters, including tne optimal source-to-beam 
distance mentioned earlier, will obviously have to be 
decided in ac'ual operational trials. 

In this section we r.iescnt i proposal lor utilizing 
the accidental close equalities between available high-
power single-mode laser lines and known forbidden 
(M1) transitions. This will eliminate the need of an 
intermediary dye laser and the loss c>t power and 
resolution connected Ihere- ith. The proposal 
requires the use of intense magnetic iields transveise 
to the laser-beam directions in order to use the Zeeman 
effect to change the quasi-degeneracy into an exact 
equality with the transition energy, within the laser 
linewidth (=30 MHz I. So far. only one case appears 
feasible, and that is the 5sl '2-to-6sl '2 transition in 
rubidium (Z = 37). We show in Fig. "" the effect of a 
79-kG field on the energy difference between the 
5sl/2 (ground slate)and osl'2 (excited state) in Rb. 
(Hvperfine effects are ignored for present purposes.) 
The unperturbed difference is 4%b.82 A. With ' 
79-kG field t l ie5sl 72 (in = -1 ,'2l to bsl 0 lm = +l,'2il 
transition is shifted by 2u 0 H = 3.2 X 10"1 eV. This 
then matches a known and rather strong line in the 
At* laser emission spectrum. 4°65 A- A typical power 
rating for this line is =0.8 Wvvith a lincwidth of =30 
MHz or = 1.5 X 10"7 eV in the single (longitudinal) 
mode of operation. Higher power ratings appear to be 
quite feasible (up to 2X or more). 

In Fig. 8 we show a suggested arrangement for 
achieving an 80-kG field at the target position using 

= the phot™ flux rate at 100 mW B STRONG-F1ELD SEPARATION OF THE 
3 X I ( J ' MAGNETIC COMPONENTS WITH ALTER-

, ,_ , NATING LINEARLY POLARIZED LASER 
s the target length = 1cm. BEAMS (Rb. Z = 37). 
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Fig. 1, Diagram of Zeeman splitting of Ssl/2 and 6sl/2 lines in 3 7 Rb in a 79-kG field. Hyperfine coupling and 
details of the (EI > decay modes have been omitted for the sake of simplicity. The 5s I (2 (m = -1 (2) to 
dsi/2(m = +1/3) transition has been shifted to match the energy of a known and strong monochromatic 
Ar laser line at 4965 A. The AE corresponding to the necessary 79-kG field is 9.2 X 10"4 eV (ignoring 
Iiyperfine shifts). 

superconducting Helmholtz coils, which can be con
structed to give on-axis fields ofl 00 to 150 kG. For 
the arrangement shown in Fig. 8. fields of about 0.75 
times the on-axis field are obtained. Other means may 
be available forgetting the required fie id intensity, but 
one important advantage of the arrangement of Fig. 8, 
should it be practically achievable, is that the same 
oven can be used for both Cs and Rb because of the 
close similarity of their physical properties. However, 
because of the smaller Z value of Rb. the value of p± 
[Eq. (26)| is reduced by a factor of 3,5, from 
7.0 X 10"5 to 2.0 X I0"5. This means an increase in 
the number of required counts (for 10% accuracy) of 
about a factor of 12. which, however, is partially 
remedied by the increase in available power by a factor 
of 8 or more. 

As we shall see. several other factors enter the situ
ation, so that the amount of time necessary to accumu
late the requisite number of counts for a polarization 

measurement with an accuracy of ==±10% is about 
twice that of the Cs experiment, or <JI0 days (see 
Sec. 1VA, above). 

A fundamental change in the manner in which p+ is 
measured is necessitated by the fact that we can only 
excite the Am = +1 line, the Am = -1 line being 
unavailable- The change is illustrated in Fig. 8. Instead 
of using (±) circularly polarized radiation, it is necessary 
to use linearly polarized radiation, where + and - arc 
distinguished by a rotation of 90°. As it happens, 
another fortuitous advantage of this scheme is that we 
can use the same polarizer described in Sec. IVA, 
except that the bias voltage must be adjusted so that, 
instead of operating, for example, between -4 and +4 
kV, we operate between 0 and 8 kV. The reason why 
the change of 90° in linear polarization produces a 
coherent change resulting in a nonzero interference 
between the (El) and (Ml) amplitudes can be seen by 
studying the vectors in Fig. 8. For the laser beam 
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I cm 

Fig. 8. Suggested arrangement for imposing a 7°-kG 
Ik-Id transverse to the laser-beam/target region 
for the Rb experiment (see Sec. IVB>. The 
Helmholtz coils would very likely have to be 
superconducting cods capable of producing 
on-axis fields of >100 kG, The two electric 
vectors f+ represent the two senses of linear 
polarization, in this case. 

incident into the plane of the figure, the (M1) and (El) 
amplitudes will have opposite signs in their projections 
onto the direction perpendicular to the field direction. 
This is the only direction which gives rise to a Am = +1 
component for either the (El) or the (Ml) amplitude. 
For the F*~ direction the signs of the (E1) and (MI) 
amplitudes win* be the same. Thus, p ± wiH be given by 
the same formula as before, Eq. (36b). Unfortunately, 
we lose a factor of 1 jy/ 2 in the field strength in the 
direction of interest and another factor of- because 
only one of the two circularly polarized modes making 
up the useful linearly polarized field can produce 
Am=+1 transitions. (The other one produces am = -!.> 
The overall loss in transition strength is therefore a 
factor of 8. 

However, we gain back a factor of the ratio of the 
dye laser width f j a s (see Eq*. (43f, g)} to the effective 
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Doppler width r ^ . which lor an uncoHimated bt'am 
nf Rb will ho %Ji50 MHz. The ratio r , a s /f D e * 5.32. 

Because nf thv hi J\er frequency of the exciting 
radiation in the cast- of Rb. the cross section for the 
resonant M1 process is increased hy — 8 r;. 

Putting all oi these factors together, we get the 
following ratio of the expected count rates for RW anil 
Cs [see Eq.(45>|: 

C dlRh»;C dtCsl28 X 1 '8 X 5.32 >- 1.08 * 5.8. 
(46» 

where 

8 = power increase (commercially 
available Ar+ lasers). 

I ;8 * power loss due to projection on 
direction of interest and division into 
two circularly polarized components. 

5.32 =• linewidth gain factor. r ! a s / r D e . 

1.08 =* factor due to change in wavelength. 

We see that to gain the same statistics as for the Cs 
experiment (lO1?; accuracy) we will need about twice 
the length of time. orSlO days. This is. of course, a 
reasonable length of time, but the estimate is based on 
several extrapolations from the case of Cs to Rb, For 
one thing. Eq. (46) does not take account of any change 
in the relativistic correction factor discussed in Sec. 11. 
In fact, this could reduce the size of p+ by as much as 
a factor of 2. However. Eq. (46) also does not include 
any change in the retardation factor for the second 
forbidden (Ml) transition. This factor could well be 
significantly larger for Rb than forCs. because, for 
example, of the reduction of the importance of relativ
istic contributions or configuration mixing to the 
forbidden (MI) amplitude . 6 Another interesting 
possibility is that the contribution due to hyperfine 
mixing is reduced to zero (effectively) so long as we 
select the correct m-projection numbers for the nuclear 
states which are connected by the absorption of the 
(M1) radiation. This could be done by small changes 
in the magnetic field. 

In any case, the discussion of these rather technical 
matters lias to be academic at this point. What does 
seem clear* however, is that, under the assumption of 



the achievabfliiy of an 80-kG field of reasonable uni
formity C$l#)and stability cSO.Itt) over a distance of 
1 cm and a diameter of =sl mm. the Rb experiment 
looks not only feasible but even simpler (in some 
regards) than the Cs experiment. Of course both 
experiments should be done if a! all possible, since the 
Z-dependence of p ± will provide invaluable and other
wise inaccessible information regarding the character 
of the parity-violating potential. 

C. FORBIDDEN (M1) ULTRAVIOLET 
RESONANCE EXCITATION BY C RYSTAL 
FREQUENCY DOUBLING (Tl, Z = 81) 

There appears to be one fairly clear case of a single-
electron ground-state structure very similar to Cs 
(Z = 55) and Rb (Z = 37) with higher Z, and that is 
thallium <Z = 81). The ground state in Tl has the 
presumptive configuration of (6s): (7pl/2). ignoring 
closed shells, and thus has an atomic spin-parity of 
112". Both of the stable isotopes have a nuclear spin 
parity of I /2 + with practically identical magnetic 
moments (jt = + 1.6 MON*- Thus, except for possible 
finite nuclear size effects (which should be very small), 
the hyperfine splittings for the two isotopes, A - 203 
and A = 205, will be indistinguishable, and, at least 
for our purposes, Tl can be considered as mono-
isotopic. Also, as pointed out by Bouchiat and 
Bouchiat.6 the spin-orbit coupling does not destroy 
the orthogonality of different radial wave functions 
(in this case the 6p1/2 and 7pl/2 wave functions) in 
the nonTelativistic limit. However, the importance 
(in this case) of configuration mixing could be much 
greater than for Cs, In any case the size of the (Ml) 
matrix element has been estimated to be comparable 
to that of Cs. i.e.. in the range of 10"* to I0"4 ii0.6 

The (El) amplitude, on the other hand, is expected 
to be ^10 times bigger because of the multiplication 
of the factor corresponding to Eq. (21) (^Z'N) and 
the relativistic factor K r (see above). As in the other 
cases, the measurement of the size of the forbidden 
(Ml) amplitude is of fundamental importance in 
order to properly understand the situation, 

In Fig. 9 we exhibit the excitation and decay 
scheme for the Tl experiment. It is clear from this 
figure that several advantages appear as compared 
with the Cs experiment, provided that an adequate 
intensity can be obtained for the incident laser beam. 

Fig. 9. Atomic-level diagram for 8 1 Tl. The single-
particle character of the diagram is very much 
the same as for 5 5 Cs (see Fig. 3), except that 
in this case the ground state and "pumped" 
state are in p-orbits and the intermediate state 
is a 6sl /2 orbit. Either or both of the two low-
lying de-excitation branches (3777 A, 5352 A) 
can be used as the detected scattered radiation. 

First, the exciting cross section will be bigger in the 
ratio (5395/2927) = 1.8, assuming the same forbid-
denness factor (^lO"4). Second, the detected radia
tion wiJi be in the visible or near-ultraviolet and thus 



in the region of 30-40'* detection efficiency for 
available PM tubes. Finally, we can use a very-low-
resolution t\ pe of filter-in fact, the same as proposed 
for the Cs experiment-ami still distinguish the two 
lower resonantly, emitted radiations(S3S2 A. 3777 
A). Thus the value of p + can be measured in two 
different ways on the same target. 

In Fig. 10 we exhibit the elements of the proposed 
method for getting a flux of 7 X 10' •' photons/sec 
at tiie wavelength 2927 A. This was calculated on 
the basis of a count rate (at the detector! of a=200 
counts sec and a cross section of 1.4 X 10" ; 4 cm2, 
the latter derived from using the 10"4 inhibition 
factor. If the inhibition factor is smaller, then p ± is 
proportionately bipger, and the time required remains 
the same, for all practical purposes. (Of course this 
remark applies to all possible cases.) To measure an 
effect of the order of i0"3 lo an accuracy of l09f 
would require 2 X 108 counts, or 2-4 weeks. 

"file power required in the final output beam 
according to the above figures is in the microwatt 

range. ,\> shown in Fig. 10. we are assuming that a 
15-W Ar+ laser pumping a Rhodamine 6G dye laser 
(with a proper etalon) should be capable of yielding 
a 300-mW beam with a width oi' 25 MHz at \ = 
5854 A. This appears to be well within the realm 
of present-day laser technology. Such a beam 
properly focused on a suitable ADP (ammonium 
dihydrogen phosphate! crystal should yield a doubled-
frequeney power of ^20 mW, according to the best 
estimates available. This is about 100 times the 
required Figure. Therefore, titer? does not appear to 
be much question of the feasibility of this experi
ment. It is really a question only o( time. 

We have not mentioned the target problem for the 
use of Tl. which is somewhat more difficult than 
for Cs or Rb. since Tl melts at 577°K and boils at 
1730°K. However, it would seem that the only 
basic change in the design of Fig 5 that might be 
required is a change from molybdenum to tungsten 
as the principal oven material. This and other 
matters are now under study. 

CW Ar ioser 
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© 

© A © 
Lens 2 

Ultraviolet 
Hirer 

Tunable dye laser 
O 

ADP crystal 
© n / 

Lens 1 

Fig. 10. Block diagram for the Tl experiment. Except for the use of a different dye laser, with the addition of 
a frequency-doubling crystal, the system is essentially the same as that of Fig. 6. especially after the 
beam emerges from the uv filter at the desired wavelength (2927 A). The frequencies at the various 
points along the beam line are as follows: 0 5145 and 4880 A;©5854 A; ©2927 A. 
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V. Summary 

As of the writing of this section (January I, 1975|, 
it is already true tint some potentially important 
experimental discoveries have been made since the 
completion of the previous four sections (before 
December 1, 1974). The Scivntifh- American article 
by Cline et a l . 2 8 summarizes rather nicely the impli
cations of the neutrino and anttneutrino beam 
experiments of the Fermi Laboratory and CERN. 
Also, we now have first results from PEP (Phase I) 
experiments at SPEAR, the BNL results, and the 
ADONE results on the two neutral-particle reso
nances at 3.1 and 3.7 GeV, both of mdeterminably 
(so far) narrow widths. 2 9 The bearing of these 
resonances on the unified-fteld theories is yet to be 
understood, of course. However, it is certainly clear 
that the atomic-transition tests proposed by Bouchiat 
and Bouchiat5 and described herein are really quite 
different from either the neutrino-beam or colliding-
beam experiments in the kind of information that can 
be obtained. In fact it appears that the atomic 
experiments should be unique. 3 0 

As of now at LLL. some of the components for 
doing the Cs experiment (Sec. IVA) are in th< process 
of either construction or detailed design. There are 
important and essential exceptions. First and fore
most is the 15-W Ar laser and its associated compo
nents. Second is the monochromatic filter-detector 
(Sec. 1VA7). The former is a commercial item which 
has to be purchased and properly installed- Detailed 
designs for the latter have yet to be made: however, 
this is not a difficult problem and should be accom
plished shortly. Also it does not involve commercial 
(capital-equipment) purchases. 

A rather weak Ar + laser (<0.6 W) is presently 
being used in Raman scattering 3'* 3 3 and circular-
polarization scattering studies. 3 3 and it may be 
possible to measure the (MI) cross sections for the 
forbidden s l / 2 -*• s l /2 transitions in Cs and Rb (see 
Sees. IVA.B) with the present apparatus plus those 
parts in the various stages of design, construction. 

and testing. Tim would involve ihe use or mainly 
equipment borrowed tmm other experiment and 
could not begin till ;ibout June. 1975. or shortly 
after. Without the 15-W Lm-r ilu* panli breakdown 
cannot be dune. Ail the Tl experiment** will haw l*> 
wail for fie next oven-target. presumably to be made 
of molybdenum. This applies to both the measure
ment of (Ml I cross sccthim and the measurement of 
parity breakdown. 

Since the measurement oi parity bteakdown in the 
case of the Rb large I require*, a rather gigantic mag
netic field, it appears thai our ordering of feasibility 
of Sec. IV should reverse Sees. IVB and IVC. meaning 
that the T! experiment might be the easier of the 
two. practically speaking. At this point this i*. too 
difficult to say. There is no question that, unvti the 
requisite magnetic field, the Rb experiment is really, 
simpler than either the C\ or the Tl experiment tn 
many important way?,. The impediment of course 
is the great expense of building the superconducting 
coils necessary to produce the requisite* magneftc 
field. It appears that such a device is completely 
feasible technically and indeed even bigger held-
producing magnets have already been built f:>r other 
applications.3'* 

In any case, at LI I. 01/ hope is to have, some 
time after six months, some results on the iMl • 
cross sections tor both Cs and Rb. provided thai the 
rather minimal extra equipment still lacking becomes 
available in the relatively near tit litre. w'e call litis 
Phase I. The (Ml) measurements are essential to a 
clear understanding of the measurement of the parity-
breakdown parameter p± (Fq. t^6>|. which is Phase 
II. Since most of the hard work necessary to meas
ure p+ will have been done to get the (Ml i cross 
sections, it is not too optimistic to expect completion 
of Phase II within six months or so following Phase I. 
provided that the 15- V Ar* laser and the ancillary 
facilities and equipment (all standard > become 
available. 
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